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Dietz Development LLC re-
cently made national news
when it filed a $750,000
defamation lawsuit against
home owner Jane Perez over
her negative reviews posted

on popular web sites, Yelp and Angie’s List. Dietz’
complaint alleges Perez falsely accused Dietz of
damaging her home, stealing jewelry and dishon-
est billing.

While Dietz successfully obtained an injunction
ordering Perez to remove some of her online ac-
cusations, the injunction was vacated by the
Virginia Supreme Court in December 2012, and
the case continues on. The ACLU and Public 
Citizen are defending Perez in what they say is her
Constitutional right to free speech, while Dietz is
seeking support in the building community for its
case.

Time will tell the fate of Dietz and Perez; but
how should a builder respond to negative reviews
on the Internet? The short answer is: carefully.
First Amendment issues are at play and the public
may view legal action as a heavy-handed attempt to
stifle legitimate criticism. Below are some pointers
to consider when responding to negative online 
reviews.

First, seize the opportunity to address customer
concerns privately. It’s not just good business; it’s
an investment in your online reputation.
Addressing complaints before they reach the web
should be viewed by businesses as a warranted ex-
pense. Keeping customers engaged in private com-
munications to address complaints may prevent
negative posts from the start.  

If a post has already been made, genuinely eval-
uate the customer’s complaint and determine what
can be done. Consider appealing to the customer
with a brief private response, which recognizes the
customer’s issue and proposes solutions.

Builders should also consider privately contact-
ing reviewing sites (such as Yelp or Angie’s List)
about removal of negative reviews. Many posts can
be removed for violating content guidelines or

terms of service. An attorney can assist with deter-
mining if terms were violated and contacting the
web site.

Second, craft your public response carefully. An
immediate scathing rebuttal to a negative post is
likely only momentarily satisfying. If you decide to
respond, respond carefully with the advice of oth-
ers, including legal counsel. Take the high road.
Be conciliatory where appropriate. A well crafted
response, viewable by customers reading the origi-
nal post, can help mitigate a negative review.  

Be your own spin doctor and solicit positive re-
views to counteract damaging posts. “Online
Reputation Management” is the process of manag-
ing your online reputation by monitoring posts,
suppressing negative reviews and promoting posi-
tive content.

Finally, fully understand defamation lawsuits be-
fore acting. Courts apply many factors to deter-
mine if a negative review is defamatory. In most
cases, mere negative opinion about a business is
not defamatory. A customer crosses the line into
defamation when they make false factual state-
ments that damage business reputation. For exam-
ple, “I think my builder did a lazy job” is an
opinion, and not actionable. “My builder drove up
to the job drunk and stole equipment from the
site” is a factual claim alleging criminal activity,
and could be a basis for a lawsuit.

Nevertheless, taking legal action must still be
carefully considered. Litigation is expensive.
Publicity over a lawsuit may be damaging. Filing a
weak claim exposes you to counter-claims and lia-
bility in states with anti-SLAPP statutes. Careful
analysis of the strengths of your case, and the risks
of litigation, is indispensable.
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